
Addition mission 
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Work in pairs
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600   20   7
100   60   4
          10
700   90   1 791

Learning outcomes:
• I can add pairs of 3-digit numbers using expanded addition (answers less than 1000).
• I am beginning to add pairs of 3-digit numbers which give 4-digit answers.

Things you will need:
• Practice sheet
• A pencil
• Place value cards (optional)

What to do:

•  Discuss and predict each addition together.
   Write your answers on your own sheets. 
   Use expanded addition method to work out
   your answers.

•  Make sure you have left a space above the 
   answer lines so that you have somewhere to 
   to write the extra 10 and 100 if necessary. 
   Predict together if you think you will need 
   an extra 10 or 100 each time.

•  Remember to start by adding the 1s on the 
   right, then the 10s in the middle and finally 
   the 100s on the left. 

•  Write the whole number answer at the side.

•  Some numbers are partitioned for you to 
   start with to remind you how to do it. 
   But in the others you need to remember 
   how to partition and lay out the expanded  
   addition yourselves.

•  Good luck, you’re on an addition mission!

+

627 + 164

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Work out the answer to 748 + 574. The 100s come to more than 1000. 
Where will you write the 1000? What is the 4-digit answer?  
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400   80   2

200   80   6

         

+

482 + 286 =

600   50   4

200   60   8

         

+

654 + 268 =

         +

287 + 642 =

         +

749 + 244 =

         +

385 + 247 =

         +

387 + 327 =

         +

258 + 584 =


